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Once upon a time on a brightly colorful reef down in the deep blue sea, lived a colorful fish that was unique and extraordinary. Her name was Wonder. Wonder was covered in bright and extravagant rainbow colors from her scales to fin.
Wonder did not like going to school, not because she didn’t like to learn, she loved learning! She didn’t like going because she was called names, received mean glares, and felt like she didn’t fit in with the other fish. Because of Wonder’s beautiful rainbow colors, she was called the school clown because she was not blue like the rest of the fish.
One day while all the fish were at school, a dangerous and ravenous shark came. He was hungry and headed towards the school of fish. All the fish swam and hid under the coral reef. Wonder, with her rainbow scales, camouflaged in with the coral reef colors. The ravenous shark had been swimming for days without food and wanted to eat the fish. He began to look around the coral reef where the blue fish were.
Wonder knew just what to do, she swam to tell the other fish her plan. Then all the blue fish swam deeper into the coral reef. Wonder swam out of the coral reef and swam in front of the shark's face. The shark was blinded by her sparkly rainbow colors. The shark bit the coral reef hard and swam away.
The school of fish came out from hiding. They were so excited and thanked Wonder and she was respected. Wonder was a hero to all of her fellow fish at school. Everyday she was excited to go to school to learn. She was more excited because she had lots of new friends. They lived happily forever in the deep blue sea. The End.